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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
In the preparation of this historical study, the author
has attempted to evaluate and determine to what degree -ri©r»i5^
-achuse-tts—Sctraoi of Art has contributed to the professional,
industrial, and commercial enrichment '-ef—er^^-edue-a-t-lron.
Importance of the Study
This study is important not alone for the significant
place which the school holds as the first and only state art
school granting a degree, but also for the development and
advancement of art in the public schools. Her success and
achievements have established a richer culture which v/as made
possible because of her stimulation and appreciation of a
love of art among growing Americans. Her ideals continue to
function in education, and contribute to the social and
vocational objectives of her graduates. Life has become
richer because of her philosophy, conceptions, and contri-
butions .
Sources of the Data
Minutes of the meetings of the Massachusetts Board of
Education and reports from the first director, Mr. V/alter
Smith, have been the primary sources of this historical
thesis. Catalogues and bulletins of Massachusetts Normal Art
School, as it was formerly known, have contributed pertinent
4fe 4
information. The Alumni Association Bulletins have listed
many activities and historical events of the school, its
requirements, curriculums, and resources. Letters from the
daughter of both the first and second director have been of
inestimable value. At the Boston Public Library, many
records in the files of the Fine Arts departm.ent contain
interesting data concerning the school. At the State House
Library, records of the Acts of Legislature regarding art
education have proven of great value in furnishing authentic
data concerning the early days of the school.
Froir these varied sources, a wide range of historical
data has been gathered. Justification has been established
that Massachusetts School of Art has contributed more than
ninety percent of the supervisors and teachers of art in the
public schools, and has produced numerous leaders in various
fields of industrial and fine arts throughout the country.
The school has made a professional contribution in becoming a
leader of those Am.erican institutions which deal with the
development of the artistic resources of the people, and the
intelligent application of those resources to the enrichm.ent
of life. It has derrons tra ted th : t art is a practical force in
the everyday life of all of the people, for it raises the
standards of refinement and promotes higher ideals for citizen-
ship and social progress. The public school he.:; resented op-
portunities for conveying the beneficial influence of art to
the people.
r
What Is Art ?
Art^ the foundation for everything
Sensitivity tj formal beauty is not confined to f
called fine arts, for it permeates the entire cultural struct-
ure. The designer, organir\^^ in his element, '
artist is along the same principles of quality of line,
shape, proportion, and rhythmic relationship.
Necessity, the practical valu^:
The further one moves into the field of mode " lustry,
which dominates civilization tod y, the more he realizes the
indispensable place which art occupies. There has always beo'i
industrial art from the days of the rr of prehistoric stone
daggers and knives, though never on the scale or with the power-
ful dominance of today. Therefore, far from aope .ring as a
marginal activity, art came to be recognized as an es-ential
component of sound educa tion.-'-
Art is essential
Because the industrial designers put their knowledge of
art princiDles and skills to Dractical use, art 'egan function-
ing in its oldest and most important role: as a practical solu-
tion to the problems of daily life. People were un-nindful of
the fact that art was to be foun^' ' r. all widely distributed
practices and institutions of any community. There were
1. 'vaTiitford, William. G. An Introduction To Art Education
,
D. Apple ton and Company, New York, 1929, PD.25-M-0

evidences of it in the homes people furnished, in the stores
they patronized, in the fields tVey planted, in the clothes
they wore, even in the manner in which they found amusement.
Art was a way of life and life becar'ie richer and more satisfy-
ing as the environment became more pleasing to the senses.
Art Is Fundamental
Though art permeates all areas of living, it becomes most
significant and meaningful when it touches those areas in
|
which people carry on the greater part of their daily activ-
ities or when it is intimately connected with everyday exper-
\
ience
.
Significant Values
The comm.on tasks of life are heightened in their satis-
factions by being well done. The experiences of life can be
enriched by the appropriate and skillful use of design and
color. Life becomes significant when both play and work go
forward to achieve normal purposes of living.
Universal mode of expression
Art functions in the lives of every human being j in
commerce, industry, religion, recreation, and printing, since
printing is the universal mode of expression of his needs,
interests, abilities, and attitudes
o
Art experiences remove the social pressure ^
In meeting the problem presented by the changing needs of
||
society, art holds a significant place. Basic ideals, con-
cepts, and recognition of the universality of these prob "^ ^ ^

help to develop worthy social attitudes and appreciations.
"The education of the emotions has been frankly
" acknowledged as of equal, if not greater importance
in the educational program of the secondary school,
than the acquisition of factual knowledge, or the
development of the potential ability to attack and
resolve problem situations."!
Art, the Common Denominator
Art permits no chasm between the simpler efforts of manu-
l'
facture and the more complex creative activities. It has a
cultural significance, for the role of the artist in m.achine
i
art is to choose that one form which is aesthetically miost
ii
satisfactory. He does not embellish or elaborate, but refines,
simplifies, and perfects.- This aesthetic quality exists in
the finest industrial products as well as the finest paintings
and statues. Function does not alv/ays dictate form, it merely
indicates it in a general way. The ability to discover and
1 enjoy visual beauty, wherever it may be found, is possible to
li
everybody. Regardless of race, creed, riches, or poverty: the
glory of the landscape, the dashing waves of the sea, the lacy
shadov/s on the garden walk can all provide the stimulus for
genuine aesthetic enjoyment to those who will lift up their
\\ eyes to see. It is that surge of feeling and aesthetic exper-
ience which provides a temporary release from perpetual mental
care. "In moments of sheer beauty there is thus a release
' from the petty rounds and vexations of routine exist-
ence created by thought and emotion, since in such
1. Bossing, Nelson L. Progressive Methods of Teach ing in
Sec ondary Schools, "Houghton Mifflin Company, Ebs^on,
19357~P^572
I
moments we neither look forward or backward. It is
from the freedom of our thoughts that the vision of
beauty
.
springs , and by means of v/hich we subdue and
becalm the ruffled sea of life. Beauty never creates
anger, fear, resentment, envy, or jealousy. It is a
state of complete repose, a moment of perfect peace,
during which all the powers and processes of the body
and mind are functioning harmoniously, and v/hich
leaves us in a state of heightened vitality, rjhysic-
ally and spiritually."-^
Materials, elements, and principles are fundamental and univer
sal, whether the art be that of America, Prussia, or China.
The same principles hold in rhythm, proportion, and harm.ony,
regardless of the area. Since all human life loves beauty of
form and color, this love, if develoned, refines and ennobles
life. For art, like dem.ocracy, is ever dependent for its
existence on the freedom of the people to express them.selves
creatively. The history of art is the history of mankind.
Whatever the age or culture, people have the same fundamental
instincts the v/orld over. "Art, the mode of activity that is
charged with meanings capable of immediately enjoyed possess-
ion, is the c om.pl ete culm-ination of nature, and that science
is properly a handmaiden that conducts natural events to this
happy issue.
Education for Creative Thinking
The child has a natural desire to express himiself through
1. Schoen, Max. Art and Beauty , The Macmillan Company, 1932,
pp. 153-15^
2. Dewey, John. Experience and Mature , W. W. Norton and
Company Incorporated, New York, 1925, Chapter IX
C 9
drawing. This self-expression through art means that the child
has an opportunity to satisfy his needs and to follow his natu-
ral interests. The sc'-'ool should give to every boy and girl an
art training, especially in the formative period of their lives
Creative expression is a dominant factor, for lif- ' 1 be rich
er for this self-expression and appreciation of art.
Creative thinkers are potent in education because they
stimulate directly the creative process in others. Originality,
initiative, ima'-;ination, keen observation, and descriminating
judgment are all creative outcomes of art instruction. Con-
structive thinking and planning are definitely mind ~ 'y
training workin.; together harmoniously. The expression which
is within, stimulating the urge to create, to search, and to
understand are gratifying means to the art of living. In elab-
orate thinking, one creates new knowledge and reaches the high-
est, most distinctive development with a far deeper understand-
ing of life.
They Learn as They Experience
There is hardly a single field of human experience which
is not enriched through various contributions made by human
hands. Learning through the hands is not something merely add-
ed to learning of the mind, for it is an intrinsic part of the
pattern of experience. It is a direct and forceful thinking.
"The aim of art education is to promote art as a way of life
L
which provides for pupils, social and individual aesthetic
experience and growth."!
Personal Enjoyment
The art in which people are most interested is the art
that is inherent in their own surroundings and their daily
activities. Solving their art problems successfully gives
people a sense of satisfaction and well-being. Any irritating
factor in one's environment, anything v/hich cries aloud for
change and improvement, produces some degree of tension and
dissatisfaction. "Art for leisure time activities should help
people meet life with the spirit of experiment and enjoyment,
providing thereby a means of emotional security. "^
Color, form, and design have a psychological effect on
human emotions. This is not a new phenomenon: the well-ordered
harmonious surroundings make lives happier and in many cases,
more efficient.
All individuals must experience some measure of success if
they are to develop self-respect. Some achieve it in one
field, some in another. Ilany avenues to success are possible
through art, for it is an imperishable constituent of culture.
"Effective learning is inwardly to search for the better self
and outwardly to extract the fullest meaning from experiences,
1. Winslow, Leon. Encyclopedia of Modern Education , The
Philosophical Library of NeAv York, 19^3, p. 5^
2. Payant, Felix. Our Changing Art Education, Keramic
Studio Publishing "Company," Colurnbus, Ohio, 1935, P»6
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past and present."-^
Aporeciation
"The attitude of appreciation is the attitude of response,
the projection of one's self into new and fuller ranges of feel-
ing. One must T^ass beyond the material 'hich the -ui-i.
is embodied, letting the spirit and meaning of it speak to
one's own spirit." Thus, the aesthetic experience is due to a
responsive attitude of mind in which the pleasure tone is dom-
inant.
"Appreciation of art is not the same as knowledge of
art. It is not something that can be absorbed from
books, or even from teachers; it is something that
must be gained through experience. It m.ay be said
that there is one fundamental factor in training for
both appreciation and production, and that is real
experience. "3
Appreciations create right attitudes, ideals, and favor-
able emotional responses as well as centers of perm.anent
interests. Through it, one establishes the drive?, -^''-s desire
to continue, the uplifting of himself. One of the true pur-
poses of art training is the education of the people for ap-
preciation of beauty. Art is not merely to charm, the eye, but
to suggest great thought that will appeal to the imagination
1. Mearns, Huges. The Creative Adult, Doubleday, Doran and
Company Inc., Garden City, New York, 19^1, p. 26^
2. Noyce, Carle tc:.. The Gate of Adp reelation, Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1907, pp. 26-^2
3. Bennet, Charles A. "Art Training for Life and For Indus-
try", ADDreciation, Manual Arts Press, Peoria, Illinois,
1923, p. 10

and the heart.
Color I
Color influences man during practically every v/aking mo-
ment, for it plays a dominant role in his srsiritual and emo-
tional life. In nature, he finds the 'Host important source of i
color harmonies. It is so constantly in evidence all around
him, and because of its familiarity, he gives it little con-
scious attention. He merely acceots color as he does sunshine
and shadow, failing not so much in his appreciation of its
beauty, as in the full realization of what an im.portant part it
plays in his daily life. V/hat a refreshing sensation on a
cloudy day to suddenly experience the illuminating sun break-
ing through the clouds. One is more inclined to cheerfulness
on a bright, colorful day than when the sky is gray, just as
one is more contented and happier in harmoniously colored rooms
than those which are drab. On the contrprv, interiors which
|
appear gaudy ana crude are most disturbing. Color knowledge
is necessary in order to choose colors synthetically and there-
fore anpreciate color analytically. "Color harmony has scien-
tific bases in physiology and psychology, and there is no
reason w> y its laws, simply stated and explained, cannot be
taught even to the young children."-^ The natural v/orld abounds
in color. Life is enriched in many ways for man finds pleasure
1. v^/einberg, Louis. C olor in Everyday Life
,
Dodd, Mead,
and Company, 1928, pp. 5-6
II
i
i
and satisfaction when simrjly gazing at the beauty which is
found in nature. John Van Dyke has sai^'l "^hat th?^ p-op-- r^er-
son is quick enough to remark on the red Tlame of sunset in
the west, but seldom sees the steel blues that lie back of him
in the east, Hov/ quick is one to see the beauty of the ^iDiral
shapes tha. t fall from the carpenter's Diane, or the 2:raceful
infinite curve of the grapevine's tendril, or the rip-?ling
reflection of light in a rain puddle?
"My heart leaps up v/hen I bkhold
A rainbow in the sky
So was it when' my life began
So is it now I am a man."
Wordsworth
Thus a logical reason is established why color is man's racial
inherit tance and the natural experience of his individual life.
Color is esteem.ed the very highest quality by artists, for
it is considered the symbol of life.l Without it, the whole
universe would apoear but the dry bones of inorganic matter.
1. Van Dyke, John C. Art for Art 's Sake, Charles Scribner's
Sons, Mew YorV, iS^B, pp.'+0-i+2

CHAPTER II
NEED OF MASSACHUSETTS NORi^iAL ART SCHOOL
Starting Point
The main reason for any promotion of art at all in
Massachusetts wa.s due to a rising belief among the industries
that the public school was the place to begin elementary
training in artistic industries. They aspired to develop a
superior skill in the Am.erican-born workmen so that their
woodworking, iron-working, cement, pottery, jewelry, print-
ing and textile industries would ultimately profit.-'-
Absence of Opportunities
Until the latter part of the nineteenth century, there
was no opportunity for the development of art. A few men
realized, through European experience, that ^^.^vihere in the
state had any provision been made for art education.^ There
were no efficient Am.erican instructors in the field of
industry. A.ll of the designing was done by Europeans, while
America allowed her human facilities to remain undeveloped.
This materially affected the commercial prosperity of the
nation and its character as an educated people.
1. Smith, Walter. Industrial Art Education, First Report
Rand, Avery and Company, Boston, 1872, p.?
2. Smith, Walter. Lectures Upon Drav/ing , Rand, Avery and
Company, Boston, 1882, p. 39

False Judgment Responsible
Art was looked upon as having very little practical
value and regarded more or less as a plaything. The public
at large knew nothing about industrial designers or commer-
cial artists. The fine arts had become almost an European
monopoly. Because of the ignorance of the capabilities of
art, mastery of the skills involved was confined to a very
few individuals.! It was only a "^eans of expression to the
gifted few. Artists were supposed to be eccentric, live
apart, and assume idiosyncrasies of life, dress, and express-
ion; thus, a peculiar attitude toward art was produced in the
minds of people.
United States Last on the List
In respect to her art manufacturers, the United States
stood at the bottom of the list in 1851- She had developed
no skilled v/orkers, for there were no instructors. She had
sent to Europe for m.any of her articles which could have been
manufactured at home, if there had been designers. This was
a complete commercial and cultural loss.
No Cultivation of Art
The gross neglect of art left the individual without any
opportuhity or encouragement to acquire knowlege of the arts
or the technical processes. Art was not considered an
essential component of all the areas of human action. Its
1. Ibid.
,
p.^
r
1^
contribution to human hapniness by the enhancement of useful,
pleasurable, social relations was unheard of. The results
were all too apparent, for society had suffered merciless
penalties for this neglect of her educational program. Since
there were no designers, a knowledge of the fundamentals of
drawing could not be had in any school. It was an unfortun-
ate limitation of program, that the teaching of art was
completely omitted.
Lack of Intelligence and Refinement
Art became significant when it developed and improved
the conditions of living and gave aesthetic satisfaction.
The intelligent use of color, line, and material has probably
been more pervasive of the whole round of life activities,
than anything the schools could teach. The material world is
woven through with color and rhythm, with balance and harmony,
with forms and spaces, for it is the very essence of vitality.
Mistake of Ignoring Art
There was no art in the school curriculum, or in the lives
of the school children, for it was. a luxury subject and not
considered essential in the training of children. Public
education was being scrutinized and only those courses which
were considered vital, survived. V/inslow said:
"Art in the school should not be conceived as something
distinct from life, but rather as experiencing life,
as participating in life, as life itself. Art as a
school subject must grow logically out of the program'
carried on in a school and should be planned with
reference to the need of boys and girls. It should
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provide for both production and art appreciation."^
Lack of Vision
Art is a v/ay of living in a home. TL.. .-^f^nieni. ^ t
-ma.ke it up are all the many activities and devices that men
employ to enrich homeliving and to render it pleasurable
Vryon- the satisfaction litive needs. In furnishing a
uuiue from the smallest dish to the largest piece of furniture,
each and every one of
-s^'nt - r^f
-
- ' O.I j.n
design, in color, i.. ..o.i-:..ony, in proportion, and in arrange-
ment. All of these problems are subject to the same human
need for a pleasing abode. It was unfor tuna"^- '-^-n
persons realized the fundamental : ' of art in everyday
living .
^
1. Winslov;, L Uli Art in SleriCix Lo.i-
I-Iill Book C ompany Inc
.
, New Yoi'k
,
1?A2 , , 11 5
C ul'ct Vv'
2. o-aro-i'ic J." , i.fcilt,j.i.
and Company, New York, 1
t Throu.:-h the ^.^es
.
Ha:
926, pp. 6^6-6^9
fI
CHAPTER III
RESEARCH
Difficulties of 14aDGachUoi:i fe^ Normal Art School
A radical chan.ge in the philosophy and methods of art
instruction took lolace in IS70 when the Legislature pas-ed
the Industrial Drawing Act.l Am.erican manufacturers and mer-
chants had petitioned the General Court of Massachusetts to
introduce drav/ing and design in the public schools of the
state. Up to this tine, no provision had been made to teach
any form of design or draftsmanship. American manufacturers
were com.peting disadvantageously v/ith Europecm manufacturers.
Proficiency in mechanical drawing and design were acquired in
the European countries because excellent free instruction was
available there.
Drawing becam.e obligatory in the public schools of Mass-
achusetts in cities and toims of m.ore than 10,000 inhabitants.
The Board of Education directed to report in detail to the
next general court some definite plan for introducing schools
of drawing or instruction in drawing.
VJalter Smith of England, Founder. 13?^
The Massachusetts Board of Education, through the efforts
of Mr. i:. G. Perkins, an art matron and conroisseur, finally
secured the services of an excellent English art director,
1. Smith, Walter. State Board of Education, First Report,
"The Promiotion of Industrial Art jlducation" in the State ",
Rand, Avery and Company, 1^72

Mr. //alter Smith.-^ He had received a thorough training in art
at the celebrated Kensington School in England and later was
director of art in the school " Leeds. His qualifications
were many and Massachusetts was indeed fortunate in having him
as the first director art -^or the state. With his arrival,
a great movement for industrial a ' Acation started in Bos-
ton. He had been imported to stimulate and raise the qu&lity
of American industrial arts and he atterpted to do this in 1873
through the public school system. This nevr phase of art
stressed sense perception and the development of the creative
power vfithin the child, rather than the teaching of a trade.
^
"The most si:mifleant factor in the improvement of
the curriculum is the improvement of the teacher
himself. Unless the teacher is expanding his inter-
ests, deepening his insights, and modifying his
views, little real improvement in the curriculum of
the child may be expected. "3
I'lodels and Examples
-ir. Sm.ith had been given $500.00 by the Board of Educa-
L .ri Massachusetts to purchase drawinf^s and paintings il-
lustrating the various stages of study i^iig^lish schools of
art. Application was m.ade to the English foreign office,
through Lord Tenterden, for snecimens of the v/ork of students.^
1. Smith, V/alter. op. cit ., d.19
2. Caswell, H. L. Adrainis trativ e Considerations in Curric -
ulum Development , Third Yearbook, 1939? P»^I?'/
3. Ibid , p. ^57
If. Department of Education, Circular, Wright and Potter,
Boston, 1875
17

Plis Contribution to Massachusetts
Massachusetts possessed enviable facilities in higher
education in the support and control of her noriub.1 schools.
V/alter Smith realized that since the problem of better art
opT3ortuni ties v/as large„^ problem of nronerly trained art
teachers, he assumed the resoonsibili ty for training skilled
teachers to carry out his theories. Ke was an excellent tea-
cher and organizer an^" - -;>-'"'' '-^cl earnestly in laying - ouhda-
tion of ilassachusetts Normal Art School. ' It was largely
through his genius, vision, and scholarly research that the
school became a reality.
Obs tacles
The legislature had passed an act for the teaching of
drawing, but made no provision for any trHinl..^ of the teachers
for art.
2
Three Rooms pTpened for en Art School
It was in 1873 that Massachusetts Normal i^rt School open-
ed in three rooms on the third floor at 33 Pemberton Square,,
Boston, i'lr. Smith was appointed principal. The firf^t class
consisted of a faculty of five members and a student body of
107« Enthusiasm, v/as spontaneous^ andj^Vne second year, the
the enrcllment jumped to 239 students. vJhen the number enroll-
1 . Massachusetts Normal Art School Alumni Association Bull -
etin
,
January - February, 1926, p.
3
2. State Board of Education, Report of Board of Visitors of
Massachusetts Normal Art School, V/right and potter Com-
pany, Boston, l87^, P«ll

19
ed reached 307, in the third year, the school was transferred
to 23 School Street, for the original three rooms had become
inadequate .-^
A full course of instruction now extended through four
years. At the end of each year, a certificate was given to
those who had completed the required work. A dioloma was
awarded at the end of the fourth year if the student had
successfully accomplished all work scheduled.
^
First Graduation, I876
It was a r.emorable day when the first class graduated
from Massachusetts Normal Art School. This new school fulfill-
ed a distinct and popular need. 'yJhile it was originally es-
tablished to train the much needed drav/ing teachers, it was
soon realized thet it was the Droper Dlace to develop future
designers for the state's Indus tries. 3 This first graduation
v/as the formal recognition by the state of the value of the
art schotd. Hon. Alexander H. Rice, then governor of xlassa-
chusetts, made the awards to a most enthusiastic graduating
class. It wan an official step in the establishment of pro-
fessional teaching of art in the public schools of Massachu-
setts.
1. Report of Massachusetts Board of Education, Rand, Avery
and Company, Boston, 1'675, P»7
2. Department of Education, State House, Prospectus of
Massachusetts Norm.al Art School, pp. ^-7
3. Smith, vJalter. "Art and Indus try" , Volume I, Rand, Avery
and Company, June, Id 71
1L
Philadelphia Centennial Exposition
Of great importance to the school in the same year was
the work of students exhibited at the Philadelphia Centennial
Exposition. It was a revelation to the American people to see
the possibilities in art and immediately they realized their
own shortcomings. The attention of noteworthy Euror-ean experts
in industrial arts v/as focussed upon this exhibition. ^ Art
steadily received more recognition after the exhibit and boards
of education no longer hesitated to m^ake provision for it.
Dismissal of Walter Smith by the State Board
Mr. Smith believed that drawing should be placed on an
equal basis with academic subjects. He maintained that the
schools shouJ.d give a basic foundation for art and not simply
make a beautiful display. He sought to maintain the best
ideals against the financial interests which tried to have hlra
subordinate education to graft. However, some mem.bers of the
school board were not in sympathy with his high ideals and
standards. Mr. Smith would not stoop to dishonesty v/ith the
expenditure of funds of the state or become a partner in any
disreputable practice. He v/as inform.ed that unless he carried
out the wishes of certain members of the school board, his
dismissal would be inevitable. Rather than follow the dis-
honorable practices suggested by these members, Mr. Smith
chose honesty and decency. Vihen he would not condone graft
1. Catalogue, Art Exposition, Rand, A.very and Company,
Boston, ly?^, p.
3

and corrupt politics, his official position as director of
Massachusetts Normal Art School terminated. It was most un-
fortunate that a gentleman so versatile and of such noble char-
acter and qualifications was no longer directing the art edu-
cation of the state .1 It was a great loss to the school and a
shameful blot on the integrity of the board of education. Mr.
Smith v/as a dynamic person with eager enthusiasm for his
school organization and persone.l Intercast in the students. He
had been the pioneer in art education and for ten years had
been most successful in establishing a remarkable record of
steady growth and sound directorship. The wisdom, of the
board's decision had been questioned by many interested edu-
cators, but since their vote v/as final, nothing could be done.
In September, 1882, Mr. Smith returned to his native England,
2
confident that he had done an .excellent piece of v/ork for
Massachusetts, but through selfishness and lack of vision, a
few mercenary ''.en had not appreciated his contribution to the
advancem.ent of art. The State Board of Education had acted.
Otto Fuchs
After Walter Smith returned to England, Otto Fuchs
became acting principal. He had been trained in Germany and
had excellent experience as a teacher at the Naval Academy at
Annapolis, besides m.any years of professional service in one of
1. Massachusetts Normal Art School z^lumni Association Bull -
etin, March, 192H-, p.^
2. Ibid, p.
5
r
the largest shipbuilding coraDanies as a naval architect.
Nevertheless, tv- varied curriculum at the art schu ..-.^ as an
entirely new approach to art froiri that with which he was fam-
iliar. He remained one year at the art school and then re-
signed to become director at Maryland Institute, Baltimore.!
George H. Bartlett, Second Director
Though Mr. Bartlett came to America from England in I87O,
he had no idea of remaining here. v.Tille visiting Boston in
1871, he chanced to read an advertisement in the newpaner for
a principal of the evening drawing schools of the city, and
also for an assistant. He sent in his application for the
position and was eledted as principal of the evening drawing
schools of Bos ton. 2 Soon after his election, the South Boston
School of Art v/as opened and he was appointed principal of
that school in 1872. When Massachusetts Normal Art School
opened in 1873, Mr. Bartlett was asked to accent the position
of first instructor. He had studied drawing and painting
both in England and France, giving special attention to draw-
ing on wood and stone. 3 He had a m.ost interesting .^.-jx-tonality
and was a remarkably brilliant man. He taught freehand draw-
ing, historic ornament, lithography, and design. Not only did
he teach during the day at the Massachusetts Normal r^rl .jhuol,
1. Massachusetts Normal Art School Bulletin
,
February,
192^, pT^"
2. Board of Education, "Centre of Vision" , Report of Mrs .
Kate Gannett Vfells
,
February, I909
3. Letters from his daughter. Miss Ethel Bartlett
cI
but two nights a week also. The school had become renovm and
a variety of evening courses v/ere being offered. These were
attended chiefly by designers, artists, and day workers who
hbped to enter art professions, or who needed helD in certain
art subjects for their daily occupations. ; r. Bartlett was a
dynamic force, for his lectures on art and his books on lith-
ography and pen and ink sketching stimulated his students to a
high quality of work. His leadership was recognized and he
became the second director in l883«-'- In Mr. Bartlett, the
state found a man of sterling quality, v/ho would not counten-
ance dishonesty. lie was a man of remarkable discretion and
justice v/ho had definite ideas of the sacredness of the trust
invested in him as principal of the art school. He could not
be persuaded to stoop to any type of disloyalty by any politi-
cian or member of the school board. His admiration for excell-
ency of work, of character, and of good manners was felt
throughout the school. His philosophy of life was that if one
were fortunate enough to have become a student at the art
school, it was indeed a privilege and nothing could be toler-
ated but the finest in workmanship, cooperativeness, and sin-
cerity. His lectures were forceful and interesting, frequent-
ly interspersed with proverbs and sound advice. His roar
through the corridors could mean that his powerful spirit was
1. Massachusetts School of Art, riioieth Anniversary
Record, I888-1938, p. 99

incensed at some injustice. Yet a few minutes later, that
same magnetic personality could be the essence of composure.
His courtesy and good manners were ever present examples of
the true gentleman. Those who were fortunate enough to have
known Mr. Bar tie tt have found their lives greatly enriched by
an association with genuine greatness. He continued as prin-
cipal of the art school until 1912, when he became principal
emeritus
.
f
CHAPTER IV
RAPID GROw'TH OF TEE ART SCHOOL
The Immediate success of Massachusetts Normal Art School
was extremely gratifying tb the state for it revealed the
necessity for that particular type of school. The enrollment
had increased 200 percent before the first graduation, i-iany
students v/ith artistic ability had been turned av/ay for lack ol
adequate housing. This sudden grov/th demanded larger quarters,
for the m.aximura capacity of the roomis at 28 School Street
had been filled within the first tv;o years, This new art
school was receiving applications from various tov/ns and cities
in the state from those who sought professional art training.
It was pioneer v/ork, but the efforts and farsightedness of
V/alter Smith and the state department of education of i>'iassa-
chusetts were developin;j, and evaluating the fundamental needs
of an art school. A soujid, formal study of organized curric-
ulum was being advanced and a splended new institution of
learning was the result. The establishment of this school had
begun more or less as an experiment at the expense of the
state, but this new school, limited as it was to a few rooms,
was filling a distinct and popular need.^ It had literally
outgrown its quarters. The state realized the tremiendous
challenge of preparing youth for intelligent participation in ^
1. Smith, Walter. First Annual Report, Rand, Avery, and
Company, 178^
Ic
the society of the day and that it must become more alert and
sensitive to the existing needs.
The State Board of Education again asked for a much
larger appropriation v/ith which to purchase a separate build-
ing for a state art school v/hich v/ould become its permanent
V ~e . The school had already justified the expendi'
money. Walter Snith had shown it to be the only . -mical
and practical v/av to provide art teachers for the public
schools. It was an extremely important matter requiring
action of the Legislature. The iwredlp.te benefits to the
industrialists and manufacturers of the state, as well as the
schools, and the sincerity of parr)ose of V/alter Smith were
the deciding factors in favor of a i-'er--^ l ent art school » Be-
cause of the success of the school, and the popular recogni-
tion of the vital importance of art, the first real, perman-
ent art school was being considered.
To find a building of adeqiiate proper tions
,
centrally
located, near the Boston Public Library and the Kuseum of F
'
arts for their cultural advantages, was the goal of the .late
Board of Education.

CHAPTER V
ERECTION OF A NEW BUILDING
Greater Opportunities
In 1885, the Legislature made an appropriation of $85,000
for the erection of a building at the corner of Exeter and
Newbury Streets, In time, this building became inadequate to
house the ever-increasing number of students. A sum of
$35>000 was granted for enlargement.! Rooms on the fourth
!
floor under skylights, and basement workshops provided an
extra number of classrooms. The physical hardships of the
early pioneer life and the financial difficulties were over
j
for there were enough classrooms to accommodate the increasing
number of students. Abundant opportunities for growth in
scholarship and service to mankind came with the increased
facilities of the school.
Early Courses of Study
Massachusetts School of Art had divided the courses of
Study into four major groups consisting of classes A, B, C,
and D.2
Glass A devoted the work primarily to the following:
Geometric Problems
Perspective Problems
Machine Drawing
Model Drawing
Human Figure
1. The Vanishing Point, Massachusetts Normal Art School
History, 1920, p. 11
2. Smith, Walter. Annual Massachusetts State Report, Rand,
Avery, and Com.pany, IbEO

Anim.al Form
Cast OrnaiT.ent
Design
Water Color
Historic Ornament
Class B consisted of the following:!
Composition and Color
Landscape Studies
Head from Life
Antique Figure
Skeleton of Figure
Muscles of Figure
Perspective
Oil Painting
Design in Color
Class C consisted of the following:
Design for House or Public Building
Structural Details
Styles of Architecture
Machine Drawing - Construction - Design
Plan Elevations
Ship Drafting
Descriptive Geometry
Class D consisted of the following:
Historic Ornament
Flowers - Foliage in Relief
Huiiian Figure
Bas -Relief from Antique
Bust - Life Size from. Antique
Study of Casts
Enthusiasm of both the faculty and students continued to
marked degree, for the unity of interests produced a mental
ttitude which invariably assured successful results.
1. Massachusetts Denartment of Education, Board of Visitors
,
Wright and Potter, January, 18?^, pp. 22-29, Report
ce
CHAPTER VI
EVOLUTION OF CURRICULUI^I
Added Courses
Art education was accomplishing its original purpose of
lending intrinsic value and charm to the industrial products
of the country. The school v/as becoming more progressive each
year, for preparation for careers in various fields of commer-
cial art demanded a broader training.!
Design
The basic work in design was introduced through sound
instruction in theory, history, and principles of design and
color. Practical contacts v/ith business and industry v/ere
made so that the gap between courses and business life was
naturally bridged. The importance of the relation of the
fundamental principles of design to the problems of the day
were carefully considered.
Clay Modeling and Sculpture
The objectives in modeling v/ere to develon a capacity for
seeing correctly, to sense proportion, to interpret the spirit,
pose, and action of a figure. This knowledge and skill was
then adapted to the creation of decorative, monumental, and
portrait sculpture.
Advanced students carried this art to a considerable
1. Department of Education ^ Massachusetts School of Art
Catalogue
. 1938
r(
degree of proficiency by working from the living model and
studying methods of casting and reproduction from clay. Visits
jj
to foundries and industrial plants were m.ade to study e-"^' 'l^'^'
I of plastic art in statues and in architectural details.
Woodwork
The introduction of shopwork was not limited to the men
alone, for in the same classes women were trained to becomie
teachers of woodwork in the -oublic schools. It was a most
interesting course and it was not unusual to find excellent
pieces of furniture which had been constructed by the ladies
of the class.
History of Art
Not alone were the modern arts studied, but also arts of
I
the ancient cultures. Art of the Mediterranean from prehistor-
ic days through I3OO A.D. with special consideration of arch-
ictecture, sculpture, fresco, m.osaic, tempera, pottery, and
glass were thoroughly covered.
Handicraft
This course was designed to teach basic principles and
processes of elementary crafts, including bookbinding, leather,
textiles, jewelry, and weaving.
Academic Courses Added
English
The reading of dramatic, colorful literature gave students
' a sense of values and taught them hov/ artists inter-^re ted such I
c
themes
•
Nineteenth century writers and their relationship to
various types of art were studied.
A course in story telling planned around children's lit-
erature for the purpo':e of ' ^ "uiatization '-^--^ includec " ''he
English requirements. The final course in English was desigr -
ed to give students definite heln on the organization and
presentation of a written o..cois.
His tory
A course in American history was i^iven in the senior year
at the art school. This course gave special attention to the
teaching of Constitutional history. It was designed to give
the students a fitting background of the necessity for such a
document and a clearer insight as to its purpose.
Sociology
A course in the principles of sociology was required to
provide 4 working knowledge of this subject and to acquaint t
students with the individual's relation to society. This
would be of assistance in solving personal problems in econor-
ic and social adjustments.
Psychology
To discover the best m.ethods of teaching, a consideration
of the learning process v;as necessary. The work dealt with
educational psychology in relation to young children and to
the period of adolesce.-ce
.
%c
Although founded as a school for the training of teachers,
time and circumstances have made it necessary to increase the
number of courses offered in the fields of fine and industrial
arts. These courses have been added because of the art con-
sciousness so increasin-:ly apparent in all walks of life, and
in all forms of business. The impetus for this art conscious-
ness may be attributed to the demands of the business and Indus
-j
trial world which is continually called upon to supply a host
of consumers with new and varied forms of beauty.-^
1. Department of Education, Bulletin of Massachusetts School
of Art
, 1937, p.
7

CHAPTER VII
NAME CHANGED
De.^ree Granted
As the work in the school progresse-^, from the outmoded
I
lessons toward the use of art in daily activities, the standard
of the school rose to college level. The requirements for en-
trance had always been of a high academic nature and with mark-
ed artistic ability. Diplomas were granted upon satisfactory
completion of work for the courses in Drawing and Painting,
Costume Design, General Design, and Modeling and Sculpture.
A degree of Bachelor of Science in Education was conferr-
ed upon students v/ho had satisfactorily met all requirements
of the course in Teacher Training.
1
Interest in Art Grows
Educators became keenly alert to the possibilities of art.
Progressive individuals and organizations began to conduct
careful scientific research in art education. More authentic
books with better illustrative material were being published.
Interest in art throughout the state and country was definite-
ly increasing.
Tui ti on
Regular day students paid an annual tuition of $75*00,
Those in the Teacher Training Course paid only $50*00 for the
last two years of the course.
1. Ibid , p. 20
e
3h
Provided there was room, applicants from outside the
state could be admitted. For all such persons, there was an
annual tuition fee of $275.00
Irregular students who were legal residents of Massachu-
setts paid a tuition of $100.00 per year for full-time programs
of instruction and studio assignments regardless of program
elections .-^
1. Ibid , p. 20

CHAPTER VIII
SECOND NEW BUILDING
Cons true ti on
j
At a cost of $600,000, the nev/, well-designed Massachu-
setts 'School of Art was ODened in 1930. It was an effectively
designed building with architectural fitness in every detail.
The symmetry, proportion, and rhythm of the facade produced a
perfect unity between decorative and utilitarian materials.
i
;
Landscaped to achieve a pleasing setting for an art school, it
presented a spacious unit in classical culture. A central
doorvjay of massive solidity gave dignity and balance to the
I
symmetry of the building. A smaller doorway on the north and
I
south sides continued the formal balance of vertical and hor-
izontal. The effect was a harmonious ordering of tVe elements
i! into a classically balanced design. Over the main entrance to
the north, these words of Horace Mann were found:
"The Useful and Elegant Arts
Minister to the Comfort of Man and
Gladden his Eye with Beauty."
Over the nain entrance to the south, these words of Emerson
were found:
"Every genuine v;ork of art has as m.uch reason for
being as the earth and the sun."
Interior
There was adequate room for spacious studios designed
• ith the idea of detailed fitness to purpose. Storage facil-
ities for oaintings and canvasses, with shelving for craft
C
work could be found in every studio. The furniture was simple
and utilitarian, for it v/as designed to minimize space and
clutter. Ingenuity was the dominant keynote from the galleries
on the top floor- to the sound-proof casting room in the base-
m.ent. Here was the perfect art habita"''. The beamed ceilings
and plastered walls whose openings were without trim, furnish-
ed an unobtrusive background for color accents of paintings.
The walls were covered with m.eritorious work of students, for
competition was keen and motivation strong, Massachusetts
School of Art believed in using color to its utmost opulence
so that it became beautiful to behold and communicative of the
subject idea. Adaptions from, all kinds of material have been
utilized. Students have been encouraged to he fearless in de-
parting from beaten paths to satisfy their aesthetic urgings.
Many excellent pieces of sculpture and bas-relief are
found throughout the corridors and in the studios. The choice
of decorations both in sculpture and painting reveal a fine
descrimin&tion in selection and planning.
At this school, not only can be found one of the finest
outlays of basic equipment, but also an excellent library
where students may find books most pertinent to their interests
Anywhere through the building one may wander in aesthetic
delight, past clay figures of warriors into the wonderland of
intricate brocaded tapestries. In show cases are marvellously
painted boxes, ornaments, jewelry, lustered pottery of shapes
which alone tell of the Doetic and artistic training of its
rc
students. The naintings on cardboards and Danels are of the
most inspiring kind, speaking largely of the tranquil glories
of nature, of home life, and of beautifiilly colored designs.
The school embraces all modern art with -orofessional
access to the Museum, of Fine Arts for study of the arts of the
centuries .-^
In browsing through the corridors and studios, one becoro.es
/ conscious of the quality of craf tsm.anship . The main de-
signs are keot simple and dignified, but subordinate to this
and enhancing it, is a wealth of exquisitely wrought detail
which adds a note of delicacy.
1. De-oartment of Education, Ilassachuse tts School of Art
Catalogue, I938
c
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CHAPTER IX
:
INSTRUCTORS !
Massachusetts School of Art has been most fortunate to '
have been able to provide instruction by recognized artists i':
many fields. Their backgrounds have been rich in material and
experience. The highest professional standards have been,
attained through their tireless efforts, i^iany of them are for-
mer graduates who hc^ve brought to their classes the enthusiasm
and interest of student days. This school has been a power-
ful influence in the Drofessional contribution it has made to
the enrichment of art through the years.
Even though the school is comparatively young, artists
and teachers of distinction have made a m.ost worthwhile contri-
bution to art and to art training. Perhaps one of the most
interesting and nationally known sculptors and teachers was
Cyrus E. Dallin, who was on the faculty for many years. Not
alone for his ability which has manifested itself in works
such as "The Appeal to the Great Spirit" and "The Lost Trail",
will he be remembered, but also because of his kindliness,
understanding and wisdom mellowed with the exr^erience of years.
There are many others to whom Massachusetts and her indus-
tries owe a debt of gratitude for their patience, understand- ,
ing, and nobleness of character. a faculty of Dractical men
and women, each well known and distinguished in his own field,
insures the develonment of tbe student in line with the aims

and achievements of the school. The broadening of all branch-
es of art study -n'l t' ? p'^.^ition of new means and techniques
have served to en/ich the school. The degree of progress for
each student is limited only by his ability and earnestness to
learn.
The faculty of, the Massachusetts School of Art represent-
ed a heterogeneous combination of personalities, yet homo-
geneous in their devotion to their work and their ability to
shape and form the whole natuie of the individual students.
Dean Frederick Wilder, form.er teacher of woodworking,
was a big, broad-shouldered, genial individual who won the
confidence of both students and faculty mem.ber3. He had a
facile tongue, was an interestin-^ conversationalist, and hp.d
a ready v/it. On more than one occasion, he had nroven himself
a friend in need, helping students to adjust to the rules of
the school of the individual teachers.
Richard Andrews, teacher of costume design, was vivacious
and versatile. He was endov/ed with a tremendous amount of
nervous energy. This driving force, when bent upon his classes,
stimulated the individual and resulted in a keen and highly
motivated attitude toward this work. His keen sense sf humor,
his repartee, and his rapid sketches vitalized his cj s and
provided a direct carry-over into the extra curricular work.
1. Massachusetts School of Art Alumni Association,
Fiftieth Anrdversa-y Record, 1883-1938, pp. 99-lOV
r
Dr. Mace Address, teacher of psychology, was a brilliant
man whose strong sense of justice had a marked influence on
'^is students. His family life was very dear to him, and, in
his attitude toward them, be regarded his students as a part of
his family. His eruditeness v/as recognized, and he has had
articles published in Hygeia, and was the author of many books
on psychology of health.
Ells, hiuns terberg, daughter of the renoimed Harvard
psyohologis tj taught history of art. She was the true cosmo-
polite; her philosoTDhy of education and her ohilosophy of life
were based on European or continental orinciples rather than
American. She had a subtle sense of humor and exceedingly
high ideals, combining to enliven her classes and enrich her
course of study. She was an excellent artist in v/ater color in
her own right.
Ernest Lee Major, the renowned oil nainter and teacher,
was perhaps the most colorful. His brusque manner, his merci-
less quips, his constant derogatory attitude towards all stu-
dents had a compellingly humbling effect upon them, and it was
this enforced humbleness in their attitude towards their work
that obviated the v/as ting of ti-e on egotistical experiment.
r
CHAPTER X
CONTRIBUTION OF ITS GRADUATES
The phenomenal response all over the state since the art
school first was opened in lS73 has been most significant.
The arduous, persistent efforts to secure educational opiDor-
tunities in art have been fully justified in the 75 years of
the school's steady growth. It has loroven itself invaluable
from the educational as well as from the cultural and indus-
trial points of view.
Their Versatility
The school has become one of the most ujiusual institu-
tions in that it trains in a wide variety of fields, yet each
course integrates into once common goal: the enrichm.ent of art
for the masses. The sound training, perception, and adherence
to traditional ideals are vividly apparent. Its achievements
might well stimulate other communities and states to support
and advance art, for it is a fundamental factor in all Drogress,
It is difficult to m.easure the professional contribution of
this school either in terms of cost or of service rendered.
Popular estim.ation evidenced by the eagerness with which its
graduates have been employed, and justified by the high repu-
tation they have established as teachers, has proven their
success and their utility.
The training of a specialist is no longer a simple voca-
tional problem. The designer must understand the influence of
I
economics and new materials upon his work. No student can
achieve excellence without a familiarity with related subjects.
In its acceptancd of this principle of educational unity, tv
school not only gives a thorough foundation of skills, but
gives the means of fitting the student's own talents to a
broad and solid basis of the arts. Once given the opportunity
to function in the social, economic, and educational systems,
Massachusetts School of Art graduates have the professional
equipment, the versatility, the mental vigor, and the artist's
vision to create art of a high order. They are doing it today,
not alone in Massachusetts, but throughout m.any of the states,
for the influence and contribution which the school has made
is far-reaching. It has awakened the r)ublic to the everyday
need for art to function as a normal necessity in American
life.
Attainments of Distinction
Sculptors
There are many illustrious graduates v/hose names could be
listed v/ere there space enough to permit. Among the foremost
sculptors, however, the school is proud to claim Herbert AdamiS
and Herman MacNeil, whose -oroductions are numbered among Am.er-
ica's greatest. To x.r. adaus, the Library of Congress at
Washington, D. J. is indebted for numerous statues. Other
cities have looked with pride on many of his w^^^rks . At Bryant
Park in New York City, there is the statue of wij-iiam. Cullen

Bryant, and another of Chief Justice Marshal at Cleveland,
Ohio, and a "Bust of a Young Vvornan" in the Metropolitan Museuui
•of Art.
The country is indebted to Mr. MacNeil as the designer cT
our twenty-five cent piece. He has achieved distinction for
his many works such as Nathan Hale, City Hall Park, New York;
Ezra Cornell, at Ithaca^ New York; Victory, at West Point;
Horse Tamers, at Brooklyn, New York. The Sun Vow, A Primitive
Chant and The Coming of the VJhite Man are among his Indian
groups. Over the doors of the Marquette building in Chicago,
his works are found in relief in scenes of life and death.
Artis ts
In the field of painting, Robert Vonnok has done some
remarkable portraits of Charles Francis Adams, Massachusetts
Historical Society; the fanily of President Woodrow Wilson;
Attorney General Griggs, Department of Justice, Washington, D.
C; and Postmaster General Charles Emory Smith.
V/illiam Taylor, a versatile loainter, is well-known- for his
series of sixteen parcels in the .^useuja of Natural History, New
York. These relate to the early life of Alaskan and Columbian
Indians. His "Pictures fro:-^: the Psalms" and "Pictures from
the Old Testament" have been reproduced in the Ladies Home
Journal as color plates and full page half tones. Not only
was he an excellent painter and possessor of a National Art
Scholarship, but also a professor of art at Brown University

and. Pratt Institute.
Though Cora Holden has painted many portrits in Cleveland,
I
Ohio, she is better knovm as the artist who nainted the large
mural decoration representing steel for the main room of the
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland. At Akron, Ohio, in Good-
year Kail, are two of her nost interesting v/ar memorial murals.
|
Authors H
Henry Turner Bailey has accomr)lished much for art educa-
tion in the country. ijTiile yet a s cudent, he showed marked
ability and brilliancy by comipleting the four year course in
three years. Pie became a popular lecturer on art and edited
'
the School Arts Magazine. He wrote and illustrated several
books on art, among v/hich are:
Yankee Notions
The Flush of the Dam
Nature Drawing
The City of Refuge
Symbol ism_ of Artists
Through his writin:^'? and magazines, he has reached thousands
of teachers and students in every state.
|j
Lieutenant Colonel Charles W. Furlong is Drobably the
most versatile graduate of the art school. Not only has he
,j
won fame as an artist, lecturer, and author, but as an exnlor-
\
, er, soldier, and cowboy. He has had m.any im.riortant inter- '
national engagements. First, he became an instructor in draw-
;i ing and painting at Cornell University. Later, he was in
charge of th9 expedition through Terra del Fuego and Patagonia
Ii
for Harper ' s H.agazine in 1007-08, and was the first American to
I
cross through the heart of Terra del Fuego, through the wild-
I
erness of Dutch Guiana, ud Orinoco and across llanos of Vene-
jizuela. He did much research in the field of ethjiology for
leading museums of South Am.erica, and in the American Museum
I of Natural History, Peabody Museum, Harvard University, and
Clark University. He was a member of the V/est African Islands
Expedition and also of the exDedition through the interior of
I
the Azores, Madeira, Desertas, and Canary Islands. Besides
writing six volumes of the army field handbooks used by Amer-
ican and Allied forces, he wrote "Let 'Er Buck" which proved
I
to be another important work of history. He was author of
"The Gateway to the Sahara", published in 1909, and "Tripoli
in Barbary", in 19II. He has been listed in "Who's Who in
i
America", and rightfully so.l
One of the early graduates of the school was Anson K.
Cross, who taught the beauty of accuracy and precision through
perspective. He could plot with mathematical certainty from
the subtle curves of an arched leaf to a classic bit of medi-
eval wrought iron. His basic Drinciples of art in outline, in
light, shade, or color can never be forgotten by his former
students
.
He constructed and develorjed the A. K. Cross glass slate,
1 • Massachusetts Norm.al Art School Alumni Bulletin, op. cit.
,
pp. 6-9

Iwhich was a necessary tool used during the first year. It was
a means of checking outline drawings with the actual subject.
' and of accurately observing any discreoancies . He wrote sever-
al text books on art, among which are:
Free -Hand Drawing
Light and Shade
Free-Hand PersiDective
Teachers
To record an adequate list of successful teachers who
have been trained at the art school would require thousands of
names. There is hardly a city or town in Massachusetts whose
schools do not boast of supervisors or faculty members trained
at Massachusetts School of Art.
Perhaps the most unassum.ing, quiet, and dignified teacher,
yet with a nersonality much greater than words can express,
[
was Miss Anne Hathaway, who hel^l and enviable position among
her fellow craftsmen. After graduating from the art school,
she became an instructor in the Rindge Technical School, where
she taught freehand drawing and design. In I9OO, she was
I appointed curator and teacher of color and design at Massachu-
setts Normal Art School. Her art career has been very inter-
esting because of a superb refinement of taste and excellent
quality of workmanship. She has exhibited at Harvard Univer-
1. Department 01 Education, Commonvjeal th of Massachusetts.
j
Repor t of Pays on Smith , State Commissioner of Education
,
Massa'cTTusetts Normal Art Bulletin, November, 1923, p.y

sity and in local galleries, in watercolors, oils, and. pencil.
Her pencil illustrations for books and v/atercolor studies for
Wadsworth, Rowland and Company can be found throughout the
state. Her memory v/ill be cherished as an unusual artist whose
high standards and ideals have won the deepest respect and
devotion. "A keen gye, a sure hand, much practice, and a little
good taste, are the qualifications which will insure success in
the delightful Das time of pencil sketching."-^
Anna M. Hathaway
Miss Ethel Bar tie tt held the unique distinction of being
not only a graduate of the art school, but of being the daugh-
ter of its second director. For years she taught charcoal
drawing and water color with a marked degree of success, for
she was an excellent artist in her o\m right, exhibiting at
the Boston Art Club, Jordan llarsh, and the Twentieth Century
Club.
All those who studied in the teacher training course
found in Miss VJhittier a wise, friendly counselor who could
liberate the best in any young teacher. As a critic teacher,
she had rather a difficult position, but handled delicate
situations in a most tactful manner. Her criticis'is were
generally constructive rather than destructive. Thousands of
teachers ov/e their success as art instructors to her patience,
wisdom, and kindly manner.
Albert H, Munsell, author of the Munsell Color System.,
1. Lectures on Pencil Technique by Anna H. Hathaway, Mass-
chusetts School o"' " rt. 19 26

was an excellent portrait nainter, an InvaluaMe teacher, and
a clever scientist.
In one of his books, MrBailey wrote of Albert Munsell,
"The little Frenchnian v;as qui6k moving, keen-eyed,
enthusiastic, and orovocative. He taught anatomy
from the figure and made the students learn. He
quoted Longfellow and Tenjiyson in his lectures on
perspective, cast shadows, and reflections. He
quoted the Bible and Shakespeare in his talks on
color and com.nositon. "1
VJalter Sargent was professor of art at Chicago University
and author of numerous m.agazine articles. He wrote two text
books on art education which have had a wide circulation, for
he was one of the country's outstanding authorities on art. '
These are only a fev/ of the sons and daughters of the
only state supported art school. There are many other success-
j
ful graduates to be found in the commercial fields and in the ^
art department of industry. The adaptability and originality
of its graduates is a great source of satisfaction and measure.
It has trained many men and v/om.en whose nam.es are illustrious ji
on the pages of American art. Among its former students are
eminent painters of figure, landscape, and marine, decorators,
illustrators, and sculp to^-s of national reputation, teachers,
authors, and craftsmen. ;i
1. Bailey, Henry Turner. Yankee Notions, Washburn and Thom-
as, Cambridge, I'lassachusetts", 1929, p. 93

CHAPTER XI
ART GOES TO WAR
Graduates in Many Theatres of War
Art has had a diversified career for the school has dem-
onstrated its flexibility during World War I and II, and has
related its services and its functions to those of the commun-
ity and the nation.
In wartime, the minds of men and wonen are troubled, for
the changing patterns of life bring them moments of uncertain-
ty, of anxiety, and of fear. M^issachusetts School of Art met
the needs of the hour. Graduates became skilled draftsmen
and designers, competent to meet the country's need in a rapid-
ly changing world. Craftsmen and commercial artists produced
thousands of posters to stimulate the man:/ r'pives for recruits,
bonds, and cooneration throughout the nation, l^ile a poster
is not a portrait, it is a powerful im.pression, a sweep of
dynamic color in a dramatic, imaginative instant. It must
convey clearly, quickly, and directly to be effective. Many
of these strong, impulsive designs in bold, vigonous lines
were designed and painted by l^assachuse tts School of Art grad-
uates. They knew the com.prehension value and the instantaneous
need. They ad^^ed great and dramatic chanters to the develop-
ment and publicity value of the poster.
Camouflage played a most interesting and important part
in the war. Designers with skill and imagination were comne-
I
tent in oroducing effects which had absolutely no factual
foundation. These artists had the capacity of covering up
'^hole units of suoplies and men by cleverly colored designs
complicated in disguise patterns. This was a most resourceful
way of outwitting the enemy. Many graduates taught in the
government schools of camouflage with a marked degree of suc-
cess •
Significant Assumptions
The contribution m.ade by the art school was of immense
i
national value. No time v/as needed to train these artists
|
for ther work so vital to the country. They were eager to help;
for they had the m.otlvation, interest, and ability. The essen-
tial skills had been mastered, hence the work became organized
and sys tem.atized to speed the production.
National displays of war posters and drives for stamps
,j
and bonds to preserve freedom were masterpieces of the artists
imagination. Stress \ias constantly placed on the importance of
learning to observe intelligently, to record with facility, and i
to memorize accurately. Original investigations and experi-
mentation v/as carried on in secrecy. While im.agination could
be cultivated to a certain degree, it took keen observation
plus a quick reconstruction of ideas to fit the need of the
time. Thus, art became suddenly integrated into the vital v/ar
need, for it was no time for an attitude of complacency.
Form.er art teachers were engaged in highly specialized
\
areas. Real service, in training cd:r[ps and 17.3.0. recention
centers, was rendered in painted murals and pictorial records
for government use. Top notch men have designed action-compell-t
ing testers and taken an important part in the arts and sci-
ences of 'war* The list is long and impressive and the school
may look with loride UDon its men and women v/ho gave effective
|
service in war activities.-^ "
Artists Needed by Red Gross
In the federated hospitals throughout the country, trained
professional artists and craftsm?en vrith teaching ability have
contributed to the service of wounded and convalescent men.
This vital work of teaching men manual skills which help them
materially to regain confidence in themselves has proved of
|
inestim.able value. Many graduates have enriched the lives of
the wounded in this service. Not alone from the professional
and business angle, but in terms of the Good Samaritan, art
educators have contributed much.
2
Thus, v;hile war taxed skill and initiative to the utmost,
many brilliant persons , trained at the art school, have helped
win the victory over clever and resourceful opponents « ^y i
ingenuity, self-reliance, and critical thoughts of discrimin-
atory, analytical, judicial, and scientific nowers.
1. ::assachusetts School of Art Alum.ni Association War Record^
"19^2-19^5"—'
'
2
.
Massachusetts School of Art Alumni Association, ^var
Record of clas s of 1917 '
^^'^^ool of Education
Ubrary ^.
w

CHAPTER XII
BATTLE ON THE HOME FRONT
State Calls for One Half of the Art Building
During the second world war, the health department at the
State House had outgrown its quarters. After searching about
the city, the state believed that it could use one half of the
Massachusetts School of Art building as a disease clinic and
after the war, take the remaining half.
Suddenly, inspectors from the state appeared to check
through the various rooms and to determine to what extent the
changes would be made.
At that time, Mr. Palms trom was acting president, since
the president, Mr. Reynolds, was engaged in war activities.
Immediately, he called on Governor Saltonstall to determine
the official status of the proposal.
Governor Saltonstall versus Art Alum.ni A.ssociation
A meeting of the alumni was called and former graduates
were amazed at the Droposal of the Health Department to usurp
one half of the building of the art school. For years the
alumni had worked for an adequate art school with facilities
and opportunities to study art. After eleven years, the state
was considering taking it over as a disease clinic • Rarely was
there a more incensed group of people; here was righteous
indignation. A succession of meetings v/as called and the
organization contacted all past and present members. A protest)
rr
«
signed by thousands of graduates was presented. to the governor.
Those who lived in other states sent telegrams. The school
was indignant, the alumni incensed, and those neoplevho were
sympathetic toward art and realized the important part it
played in daily life, voiced their opinion. Newspapers and
radio kept it before the public eye.
Objectives and Crlticisns
The state maintained that it did not wish to take the
art building, but was forced to because of lack of adequate
space. The friends of art believed that a suitable building
could be procured if a sincere search were made. The school
had been built for art after years of patient waiting. It was
vital and necessary and it had justified the expenditure of
money which had been made for its construction. Politicians
who were short-sighted believed that it could be readily taken
without m_uch onposition. The de^aure, quiet artists of the
past and students and faculty at the school rose up in violent
protest. The school held too important a place in the life of
the state, in the public schools, arn ^"n the hearts of its
graduates to give it up so readily. Influential people joined
with the alumni until the clamor for the preservation of the
school rose far above the cry of the Health Department.
Alumni Proves There Is Strength in Unity
At last, after weeks of consultations, meetings, and
protests, the state conceded that it had underestimated the
c
5^
true value of the school. The deep interest and admiration
which the graduates felt for the school and their com-olete
unity convinced the governor of the sincerity of purpose. ^ He
realized, too, their determination to stand firmly together to
maintain the school at all costs. It was with a sense of
relief that the school received the glad tidings that the
state had rescinded her proposal and the art school was to
remain intact.^
1. Massachusetts SchoM of Art Alumni Association, Report
of the Secretary of the Class of 1917
2. Massachusetts School of Art A.lumni As sociation
,
Record
"of 19Vii

SUMiARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
Men look to art education to i-^ake life richer through the
refinement of emotions and the inculcation of attitudes essen-
tially aesthetic. Mft-^^^eK>^q^ t q 3o.hjM^a^n f Art has av/akened an
appreciation of the fine arts; painting, sculpture, architec-
ture, and handicrafts. It has shown that the wealth of art
exists for the ministrations to the SDirit, and its most vital
contribution is made through the everyday life of everyday
people. It has contributed to the raising of living standards
in the home and comm.unity. It has promoted higher ideals for
citizenship and developed finer aims for social progress and
national attainment.
Following the lead of the art school, many teacher train-
ing schools and colleges have been established for the express
1
purpose of training students to become teachers of art. The
historical development of art education in the public schools
of Massachusetts and other states comes directly from Massachu-
setts School of Art. There is a high public school correla-
tion with the art school in adm^inis tra tive details, technique I
of instruction, types of courses offered, preparation of the
j
teaching force, and m^aterial for use in the schools. Investi- '
gation of the educational possibilities in art shows that the
opportuhities are almost limitless. A comprehensive londer-
standlng of the professional contribution which the school
(
has made provides a realization of the urgent need of art.
The School I'as let this need and has created new interests,
new stimuli, and new desires. Appreciation of art, cultural
enjoyment, increase in skill, and a desire to create are but a
few of the i.i-^ny contributions which the school has made possi-
ble.
Her ideals and accomDlishnents are today a monu'rent of
tiiG professional contribution which Massachu^-e tts School of
Art has made to the enrichment of art. It denotes intangible
tyoes of service w'~;ich cannot be repres tinted in a numerical
tabulation. A steadily increasing number of art organizations
and a widespread manifestation of responsible teacher leader-
ship mark the significant achievements of the school.
Conclusions
Research has failed to reveal any studies of a similar
nature. Although som.e subjective material has been written on
the integration of art and literaturfe, and the value of various
art courses, the writer ha--; been unable to locate any organ-
ized atteiTpt to measure its contribution to art enrichment.
Therefore, it has been the sincere endeavor of the author to
present in chronological order the inter?sting and pertinent
facts of the significc.nt development of Massachusetts ilchool
of Art and its Drofessional contribution to the enrichment of
art education.
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ivIEMBERS OF THE SCHOOL FACULTY
1373 - 19^8
Alcott, John E.
Allen, Frank L.
Andress, J. Mace
Andrew, Richard
Arends, Jack
Bailey, Mercy A.
Baker, Lucas
Bartlett, Ethel G.
Bartlett, George H. - Principal
Batchelor, Mary G.
Blake, Mrs. Agnes
Blake, Annie E.
Brackett, Walter F.
Bray, C. B.
Brewster, Daniel 0.
Briggs, William
Buckingham, Zella
Burnham, Mrs. Elizabeth H.
Burnham, Frederic L.
Butler, Charles S., M.D.
Gain, Theron I.
Carlson, Harry J.
Carney, Laura A.

Carter, Charles M,
Cleaves, Helen B»
Cofren, Irma
Corsini, Arthur
Cowell, Joseph
Cox, -Uriel
Cross, Anson K.
Dallin, Cyrus E.
Damrell, Isabella T.
Davis, Annie M.
DeCamp, Joseph
Dickinson, John W.
Dranga, Wilhelmina
Dunn, Charles A., Jr.
Engell, Enid M.
Eairfield, iVirs . Genevieve B.
Farnum, Royal Bailey - Principal
Field, M. Louise
Fisher, Maude R.
Flint, Martha M.
Frank, Ludwig
Franklin, Marguerite
Frisbie, John L.
Frizzell, Joseph A.
Fuchs, Otto
rC
Gavin, Patrick
George, Vesper L.
Gray, Thomas (part time)
Hamilton, Edward Vj, D.
Harding, Priscilla
Hathaway, Anna M.
Hawes, Joseph
Hinckley, Elizabeth J.
Hoadley, Edwin A.
Holmes, Joseph
Hopkins, James Frederick - Principal
Hoyt, Deris tre L.
Hyson, Laurie S.
lorio, Adrian J.
Jamison, Walter W.
Jepson, George
Jones, Mary T.
Kendall, Albert S.
Kendall, Henry H.
Kesson, Barbara
Lennon, Emma P.
Lewis, Gertrude M.
Locke, Emma F.
MacDonald, Jessie A.
Major, Ernest L.

Margolis, Hinnie
Martin, Laurin H.
9 Ka. s on , 11 1 iam A
.
, Jr.
McManus, Rita, (part time)
McMullen, Eileen
Meek, W. T.
Merriam, Ruth B.
Munsell, Albert H.
Mimsterberg, Ella
Murray, Mary E*- Dean
Newell, Charles Edward - President
Norton, Dora M.
Nye, Priscilla
O'Donnell, Leo
Palms troffi, Phillip 0. - Acting President
Patten, Arthur G.
Perkins, Mrs. Elizabeth Ward
Philbrick, Otis A.
Phillips, Lillian
Plaisted, Olive E.
Porter, Raymond A.
Ray, Arthur
^
Rice, George A.
' Ripley, Lurline
Roubound, Gustave H.
Reynolds, Gordon L. - President
I
Rugg, I'vs . Kary M.
Rydingsvard, Mrs. A.
Sawyer, Ralph E.
S barman, John
Sheehan, Julia
Smith, Edv/ard R.
Smith, Walter - Principal
Stewart, Daniel R.
Sweeney, Thomas E.
Sylvester, Mrs. Mildred, (part time)
Taylor, Lucy D.
Thompson, Fred J.
Tomkins, F. H.
Tremaine, Edna A.
Turner, Ross
Vaughan, Lila M.
Vonnoh, Robert W.
Wallace, Frederick E.
Ware, William
Warren, S. Edward
V/hittet, Mrs. Effie B.
Whittier, Amy Rachel
Wilder, Frederick Mo
Wires, Amy
V/olahan, Margaret G.
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